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A maximum-likelihood-type statistic is derived for testing a sequence of observations for no change in the 
parameter against a possible change. We prove that the limit distribution of the suitably normalized and centralized 
statistic is double exponential under the null hypothesis. 
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1. Introduction and results 
Let X,,. . ., X,, be independent random vectors with distribution functions F(x; O,),. ., 
F(x; 8,),wherexE[W”‘and8,EOCIWd, l<i,<n. Wewanttotest 
H,: 8, =...=O,, 
against the change-point alternative 
H,: thereisk”, l,<k*<n,suchthat8,=~~==..=Bk*#~~k*+,=...=~~. 
The observations X,, . , X,, have probability densitiesf(x; 8, ) ,. . . , f(x; t&) with respect to 
V, where u is a u-finite measure. If we know that the change can occur only after the kth 
observation, then this is a two-sample problem and we should reject for small values of 
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Let 
We assume the following: 
(Cl ) The likelihood equations CmGlskgi(X,; 0) = 0, 1 =G i < d, have a unique solution 
forall l=gm<k<n. 
This assumption implies immediately that we can find a unique &, dm and 0:_ k such 
that 
and 
c gl(Xj; hk) =0 for all 1 <i<d, 
I <j<k 
C S,(Xj; 6,,)=0 forall l<i<d, 
I <,-_(n 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
c g,(X,; 0,:_,) =0 for all 1 fi<d. (1.4) 
k+l<j<rz 
Hence we write 
(1.5) 
Since k* is unknown we reject H,,, if 
Z,, = max ( -2 log A,) 
,<!,<,1--1 
(1.6) 
is large. 
The main aim of this note is the computation of the limit distribution of Z,,. The true 
value of the parameter under Ho is denoted by 0,,. Let 
g(x; 0) =log.f(x; 8) 
and 
g,,...;,(x; 8) = 
i)‘g(x; 0) 
aei, ...a@. 
We assume the following regularity conditions: 
(C2) There is an open interval @,,cRd containing 0, such that g,(x; 0), g,(x; 0) and 
g,,l_(x; 8)) 1 < i, j, k f d, exist and are continuous in 0 for all x E Iw”’ and 0)~ @,. 
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(C3) There are functions m(x) and M(x) such that Igi(x; 0)) <m(x), lg,(x; 0)) 
<m(x), (g+(x; @I<M(x) forallxE(Wm, t?E@,, l,<i,j,k<dand 
(C4) &g,(X,; 0) = 0 for all 1~ i < d. 
(C5) IQ(O) =E,gi(X,; O)gj(X,; 0) = -E,g,(X,; 0). 1 ,Ci, jgd, Z(8) = (Zjj(,(e>, 1 ,<i, 
j < d) and I- ‘( 0) exist and are continuous for all 0~ 0,. 
(C6) Varg,-(X,; 0,) <m, 1 <ii, j<d. 
(C7) E, l&(X,; @I) I 2+s<m, 1 <i<d,for some 6>0. 
Leta(t)=(2logt) “’ and bd( t) = 2 log t -I- id log log t - log r( id) where 
T(d) = 
I 
_ yd-‘e--“dy 
0 
is the Gamma function. 
Theorem. Zf H,, and (Cl )-( C7) hold, then we hue 
lim P(a(logn)ZA’2 <r+bd(logn))=exp( -2ee’) 
,z - = 
(1.7) 
for all t. 
Remark. We note that ( 1.7) remains true if (C 1) is replaced by the condition that there is 
a random variable k, (w) such that CmGjGkgi(Xj; 0) = 0, 1 <i < d, have a unique solution 
for each m, k > k, . 
Several authors applied the likelihood ratio test to the change-point problem. Assuming 
that the observations are univariate normals with constant variance, Sen and Srivastava 
(1975a, b), Hawkins (1977), Yao and Davis ( 1986) and James et al. (1987) studied the 
likelihood ratio test. The limit distribution of the likelihood ratio test in the univariate normal 
case with possible change in the mean only was obtained by Yao and Davis ( 1986), CsiirgG 
and Horvath ( 1988) and Gombay and Horvath ( 1990). Horvath ( 1993) obtained the limit 
of the likelihood ratio when changes can occur in the means and variances of univariate 
normal observations. Srivastava and Worsley (1986) and James et al. (1992) studied the 
likelihood ratio test in case of possible changes in the mean of multivariate normal random 
vectors. Worsley ( 1986a, b), Haccou et al. ( 1988) and Gombay and Horvath ( 1990) 
considered the exponential case. Worsley ( 1983) and Horvath ( 1989) derived the likeli- 
hood ratio test in the binomial case. Yao and Davis ( 1986) and Haccou et al. ( 1988) 
investigated the properties of the likelihood ratio tests under the alternative, assuming that 
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we have normal or exponential observations. If k* = [no] , where 0 < T< 1, then Z, is optimal 
in the Bahadur sense of efficiency in case of exponential r.v.‘s (Haccou et al., 1988). 
Csiirg6 and Horvath ( 1988) contains a survey of nonparametric methods which also can 
be used for tez+inr: H, against H,. Ferger ( 1991) obtained asymptotic results for some 
nonparametric +’ sts under the alternative hypothesis. 
2. Proofs 
We start with some preliminary lemmas. I t 1.x ( = max, G 1 sm ) xi 1, where x = (x, , . . , n,) , 
and let x T be the transpose of x. We also define 
and 
&-,= ( c glCxji %)..., C &fGq; 43) 
k+lq<n k+l<j<n ) 
Lemma 2.1. We assume that H, and (Cl >-( C6) hold. Then, as n --f ~0, we haoe 
k 
max ___ 
l<k<n loglogk 
& - % - ; @‘(6,(l) =o,( 1) (2.1) 
n-k 
I:?:,, log log(n - k) 
6):-,-f&- & $n*__kl-b9~O) =O,( 1) . (2.2) 
Proof. The proof is a combination of the methods in Ibragimov and HaSminskii ( 1973)) 
Serfling (1980, pp. 144-149) andLehmann (1991, p. 41.5). We show that 
which immediately implies (2.1) and symmetry gives (2.2). First we prove that 
lim sup( k/log log k) “2 ) 8, - $1 <a a.s. 
k-t% 
It follows from Serfling (1980, p. 149) that 
lim & = $ a.s. 
k+a 
A three-term Taylor expansion yields for all 1 f i < d that 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
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(2.6) 
(2.7) 
and by (C3) and (2.5) we have 
(2.8) 
NOW by ( 1.2) we can rewrite (2.6) as 
- c gi(x,; h)= c (&{-&)c,:k’~ 
1<J<k I<l<d 
and by the strong law of large numbers and (2.5) we have 
lim t CiP = Ee,g,,(XI ; $) as. 
k-tm 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
for all 1 d i, 1 d d. By (C4) we get that E,,,g, (Xk; 0, > = 0, and therefore the law of the 
iterated logarithm yields 
C g,(Xj; eo) z O((kloglogk)“*) , as k+m. 
IGjGk 
(2.11) 
Using (C5) we can find a r.v. kO, such that ( ( 1 lk) C ,‘:’ , 1 < i, 1 G d) has an inverse, if k > k0 
and the almost sure limit of the inverse is - I- ’ ( 0,). Hence by (2.9) and (2.11) we have 
(2.4). 
We use again (2.6). The strong law of large numbers, (2.8) and (2.4) implies 
,<F<, ,<F<, (ek,-$,)(ek,-$,)BI~’ ‘% O(loglogk) ask+m. (2.12) 
. . \, 
The law of iterated logarithm yields that 
C g,,(Xj; $) +klil “2 O((kloglogk)“‘) as k-m, (2.13) 
I<j<k 
and therefore from (2.4) we get 
c ( &[ - &,,) (A::’ + kl,,) 2 o( log log k) as k - 00 . (2.14) 
l<l<d 
Now (2.3) follows immediately from (2.6), (2.12) and (2.14). q 
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Lemma 2.2. We assume that H, and (Cl)-( C6) hold. Then, as n + M, we haue 
k’i2 
~:f:,t (log log k)3’2 
,Z<, (logf(xi; 4) -logf(X,; %)) 
. . 
- i (i&$)1($)(8,-&JT =0,(l) (2.15) 
and 
(n-k)“2 
I:;:,, (loglog(n-k))3’2 k+,<;<n 
c (logf(X; FL) -1og.ftxi; %)) 
. . 
- ~ceX,-e,,zce,,(e~_k-e,)’ =0,(l). 
(2.16) 
Proof. First we apply a three-term then a two-term Taylor expansion and get 
g(xiG $) -g(Xi; d/f) 
= 1 sj(x;; &)(&j-k,) 
1 <J<d 
+% ,,,;r-;.ifi,,.ixii r11”)(e,j-8kj)(8,,-8k,)(8,,-8k,) 
= C gjCxi; 8k,>(o,,-8kj) 
I GjGd 
where 
’ ( %j - ekj) ( %L - 6kL) ( %r - ikr) T 
andlqi”-8 01 < 18,-&1, jq~“-O,I < I$-b,j.Condition(C3) andthestronglaw 
of large numbers give 
as k ---) ~4, and therefore (2.4) yields 
k 112 
lim sup 
I I 
C Ui <m a.s. 
k-r= (log log k)3’2 ,<.i<lk 
(2.19) 
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The law of iterated logarithm yields 
lim sup (k log log k) 
k+cr 
and therefore by (2.4) we have 
k l/2 
lim sup 
k-rz (loglogk)“” 
(2.20) 
A a 
x(eOj-ekj)(eOt-ekt) <m a.s. 
(2.21) 
Now (2.15) follows from (1.2), (2.17), (2.19) and (2.21). 
It is clear that (2.15) implies (2.16). q 
Putting together Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and (2.9) we get the following result. 
Lemma 2.3. We assume that Ho and (Cl)-( C6) hold. Then, as n --f =, we hare 
k l/2 
I%% (log log k)3’2 , <r<k 
c (kgf(X,; bk, - logf(X,; 0”)) 
. . 
- & fjp<e,,& =O,( 1) 
and 
(n-k)“’ 
I%% (loglog(n-k))“’ lr+,<iG,r 
c (@f(X; @,“_!A - logf(X,; RJ > 
=0,(l). q 
The proof of Theorem also requires the following technical lemma. 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
Lemma 2.4. Let (& = (&,,. ., &,), 1 ,( i < 00) be a sequence of i.i.d.r. vectors satisfying 
Et,, = 0, E&T; = I, Et, i,$,j = 0, 1 Q i, j < d, i # j and 
max E1[,jl’<” forsome 7>2. 
I CJ<d 
Then we haue 
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lim P a(log n) max 
,, --t = { ,..,..ii,~,i,s,fri):‘z-~~(log~)Ci) . . 
=exp( -e-‘) 
for all t. 
Proof. It can be found in HorvSth ( 1993) q . 
Proof of Theorem. Let c(n) = log y1 and b(n) = n/log n. We can write 
Z,, =max(Al’” ,..., AA6’) , 
where 
A”‘= n max (-2logA,), 
lBk<C(,I) 
A’21 = 
n max (-2logA,) 1 
r(n)=sk<h(n) 
AL3’ = max (-2&A,) I 
b(n)<k<n/2 
A’4’ = 
‘2 max (-2log&) , 
n/Z<k<n--h(n) 
A’s’ = 
n max (-2log&), 
,I--b(nj<k<n--c(n) 
and 
A’6’ = 
n max (-2logAJ. 
n-c(n)<k<n 
First we show that 
a’(logn)A;” -(x+bJlogn))’ 3 -CC 
for all x. By Lemma 2.3 we have 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
A”’ =O,( 1) + n 
+ max ,<kcc(n) -& en”-&‘(%,Qn*-‘k - !$,I-‘@%)&: (2.27) 
. . 
We can find a sequence of i.i.d.r. vectors ‘1), = (v!,,. . ., qrd), 1 G i <CO, with ~~~~ = . . = 
Ev~,=O,ET$=~, lGj<d,E~tj~,k=O, 1 <j#kfd, E(qij(2+6<~~u&that 
(2.28) 
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and 
(2.29) 
Darling and Erdiis ( 1956) showed that 
=exp( -e--‘) , 
for all x. Also, if N + M, L + m, L <N and lim sup NIL < ~0, we have 
(2.30) 
(2.31) 
Now (2.3 1) implies that 
l<yz;n, ~kQ~-,l-J(e,,)Q*li-(l/~)&,,z-l(e,,)dr =O,( 1) (2.32) 
. . 
and (2.30) yields 
max 
I <k<C(fl) 
;&I-‘($)&:=O,(loglogc(n)). 
It is clear that (2.26) follows from (2.27), (2.32) and (2.33). 
Applying again Lemma 2.3 we obtain that 
(2.33) 
max -2logA,- 
c(n) <k<n/2 { 
; &-Y$Mz 
_. (lwlogn)3’2 
p ( 1 (logn)“2 . 
The invariance principle for partial sums of i.i.d.r. vectors yields 
By (2.34) and (2.30) we have 
h(nJm;:n,* I - 2 log Ak I = @(log log log n) 1 
(2.34) 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
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and therefore 
a2(logn)A;3’ -(x+b,(logn))2 5 -cc 
for all x. Now (2.26) and (2.37) imply that 
(2.37) 
max(AL”, AL2’, AA”) and max 
dnj<k<h(n) 
are asymptotically equivalent. Using again (2.30) one can easily establish that 
a2( log n) max ~6,I’(e,,&:-(5+h,(logn))2 5 --cQ (2.38) 
I <k<C(rz) 
and 
a2( log n) ,,,,~~1,,,2~~~z-I(eO)b:-(X+hnclog”))~ 5 _-SC 
. . 
for all x. Thus by Lemma 2.4 and (2.28) we get that 
(2.39) 
max(A, , (1) ALz’, AL”) and ,<m:;,,; &-‘(h)& 
. , 
have the same limit distribution. Similar arguments show that 
max(Ajz4’, A;‘), AA”‘) and max + Q,*-k~-r(&)Q:~k 
n/2<k,cn a- 
are asymptotically equivalent. Since 
max $ &-r(OCO)~~ and max 
I GkGr1/2 
+ Q:-k~-r(%)Qn*:k 
nl2<k<n n- 
are independent, Theorem follows from Lemma 2.4. q 
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